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The kinetics and dose-dependence ofactivation ofhuman neutrophils exposed to sequential additions ofthe chemotactic peptide n-formyl-methionyl-1eucy1-phenylalanine (fI4LP) have.been investigated by multiwell microplate
assays. Treatment of neutrophils with medium-high doses (flrom l0-o to 5 x l0-'v) of fMLP caused activation
of superoxide anion (Of ) production, but prevented further activation by a subsequent addition of an optimal
dose (from 10-' rra to 5 x I 0-' v ) ofl fMLP. These findings represent an example of cell desensitization. or adaptation. However, neutrophils treated with low, sub-stimulatory doses (from l0-'u to 5 x l0-vnr) of the peptide and
then treated with optimal doses of fMLP exhibited an 02 production that was two to three-fold higher than that
induced by the same optimal doses on untreated cells. A similar phenomenon of homologous priming of the oxidative metabolism of neutrophil has not previously been described or characterized. Priming was maximal after about
30min of incubation with fMLP, which differed from desensitizatiot, which required only a few minutes. Homologous priming was not confined to 02 production, but was also observed with the release of the granule enzyme, lysozyme. Low doses of fMLP were also capable of triggering an increase of intracellular free Ca'* and of fMLP
membrane receptors, which are possible mechanisms responsible for priming.
rcpv
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INTRODUCTION
Desensitization and priming are widespread processes that cause specific dampening and enhancement, respectively, of cellular responses to
external signals. Leukocytes are particularly suit-

able models for studying these phenomena as
these cells may be regulated by a large variety
of mediators from endogenous (inflammation,
cytokines, hormones, etc.) and exogenous
(drugs, bacterial products, etc.) sources. It has
been shown that pre-incubation of neutrophil
granulocytes with the peptide fMLP, or with
other chemotactic factors such as C5a, causes
dose-dependent inhibition of the subsequent
response (in terms of superoxide production and
degranulation) to an optimal dose of the same stimulus, a process that has been termed homologous deactivation, or desensitization.l-e The
opposite of desensitization is priming, namely an
increase in responsiveness to a second challenge,
exhibited by cells that have been pre-treated

with sub-stimulatory doses of chemotactic

Various combinations of agents capable of
reproducing the priming phenomenon in vitro
have been reported.l0-le A common feature of
these studies is that they utilize priming factors different from those used for the second challenge; in
other words, priming is generally referred to as het-

erologous pre-activation. Therefore, the current
view is that repetition of the same stimulus leads
to deactivation, while sequential addition of different stimuli leads to an increased response. At vari-

ance with this general rule
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is

heterologous

desensitization, where different stimulants can
deactivate the response to other unrelated factors;
this phenomenon is presumably due to complex
cross-interactions of the transduction pathways
that control both cell activation and receptor func1isrL.20-22 Another exception would be homologous
priming, which, however, has never been described

a specific biological response in studies of
neutrophil activation. Here we show that priming
of neutrophil functions by sequential additions of
as

t Addressee for correspondence.

pep-

tides, endotoxin, or cytokines.
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fMLP is a consistent phenomenon in human
neutrophils. We have optimized the conditions
for showing homologous priming of neutrophil
oxidative metabolism and granule release and we

have studied specific mechanisms that may be
involved in the cell activation increase.

were finally suspended in a medium composed of
Hank's balanced salt solution containing 5 mrra glucose, O'5mrrl CaCl2, 1mv MgSOo, 0.2 per cent
human albumin (H-GCMA), at the concentration
of 3 x l06ml-l and kept at room temperature

until used.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Supero xide Anion Pr o duction

Materials

The superoxide anion was measured by the
superoxide dismutase (SOD)-inhibitable reduc-

The chemotactic peptide formyl-methionyl(fMLP) and Miuococcus

tion of ferricytochrome c26 modified

for

leucyl-phenylalanine

microplate-based assays. 23'24,27 The 96-well micro-

lysodeikticus were purchased from Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO; fMLP (10-a n) was
dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide and stored at

titer plates were prepared according to various

-20"C; cytochrome c from Boehringer, Mannheim, Germany; purifled human albumin from
Behring Institut, Marburg, Germany; Fura-2
acetoxymethylester from Calbiochem, La Jolla,
CA; f-Met-Leu-[3H]Phe from NEN-Du Pont, Florence, Italy; fetal bovine serum (FBS) from Flow

Laboratories. FBS was inactivated by incubation

at 56'C for 30min, divided into aliquots, stored
at -20"C and thawed before use. Percoll was
from Pharmacia, Uppsala. Sterile 96-wel1 microtiter plates with flat-bottomed wells (Linbro type)
were from Flow Laboratories; the microplates
were pre-coated with FBS in order to abolish nonspecific cell activation.23 One hundred pl of 50 per
cent FBS in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) were
dispensed into each well and the plate was incubated for at least 2 h at room temperature. Immediately before use, the plates were washed three times

with 0'9 per cent NaCl using an automatic plate
washer (Easy Washer 2, SLT Labs Instruments).
Hank's balanced salt solution (without calcium
and magnesium) was from Gibco Ltd, Paisley,
Scotland. Other materials and reagents were of
the highest purity available. In order to avoid contamination, a possible cause of artifactual activation or priming of the cells, sterile solutions and
disposable plasticware were used in all the experiments, which were carried out, whenever possible,
under a laminar flow hood. Reagents were prepared using pyrogen-free water or 0'9 per cent
NaCl solutions.
Isolation of N eutr ophils
Human neutrophils were prepared from ethylene
diamine tetraacetate-anticoagulated blood by

centrifugation over Percoll gradients.2a,25 Cells

schemes and combinations, depending on the test

to be carried out (e.g. various incubation
or various concentrations of test compounds, etc.) and on the number of compounds
to be tested. Cells (1.5 x 105) were added to triplicate wells of fetal-bovine-coated 96-wells microplates, in a final volume of 150 pl of assay
medium composed of H-GCMA containing
assay

times

for the detection of Oy. The plates were brought to 37"C in a
humidified incubator by pre-incubation for
15min, then incubated at 37'C throughout the
experiment. When indicated, the plates were
rapidly transferred into a microplate reader
(Reader 400, SLT Labs Instruments) and the
reduction of cytochrome c was measured at
550nm using 540nm as a reference wavelength to
avoid interference due to light scattering.23 In all
procedures, care was taken to avoid cooling of
the plate when it was taken from the incubator
for additions and readings.
0'15mrra cytochrome c as the probe

Lysozyme Release

Neutrophils were incubated in triplicate wells of
microplates essentially under the same experimental conditions as described for the O,- assay, with
the omission of cytochrome c from tÉe assay medium. The plates were then centrifuged for 5min at
4009 and lysozyme was assayed spectrophotometrically in the supernatants by the hydrolysis of
Micrococcus lysodeikticus.2a Aliquots (l00pl) of
the sample supernatants or of H-GCMA (as reference blanks) were transferred into new microplate
wells and 100pI of a 0'75mgml-1 suspension of

Micrococcus lysodeikticus

in

0'1 rr,r Na-phosphate

buffer, pH 7'0, were added. Reaction rate was
measured with a microplate reader as the decrease
of absorbance with respect to blanks at 570nm
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wavelength. Percentage release was calculated on
the basis of a standard curve made on a known

number

of unstimulated

neutrophils lysed by

a

0'2 per cent Triton X-100.

a
o
O

o
a

o
Ò

Intracellular Calcium

The concentration of intracellular free

E

cal-

cium ([Ca2+]r) was measured fluorimetrically with

Fura-2.28 Neutrophils were loaded with I mu
Fura-2 acetoxymethylester for 45 min at room temperature. After loading and washing, aliquots
(2 ml) of cell suspension were placed in a thermostated (37"C) quafiz cuvette with magnetic stir-

ring, and Fura-2 fluorescence (excitation 340 nm;
emission 500 nm) was recorded with a F2000
Hitachi spectrophotometer. [Ca2*]i was calculated from the peak following the addition of various doses of fMLP. For fluorescence calibration,
was obtained by the addition of 5 mrvr EGTA
(final pH, 8'5) and by lysing the cells with 0'1 per
cent Triton X-100. F-u* was determined by addi-

F*i,

tion of 5 mu CaCl, to the cell lysate.

fMLP

Binding

Receptors for fMLP were quantified using radiolabelled f-Met-Leu-[:H]Phe (NEN-Du Pont, Florence, Italy), exactly as described by Metcalf er
al.za Binding was performed at 4'C for 30min
(saturation time) using the final concentration of
l0-7rvr radioactive ligand and l0-srra nonradioactive ('cold') ligand where necessary for assessing
nonspecific and displaceable binding.

RESULTS

In the course of studies designed to investigate the
mechanisms of respiratory burst priming and deactivation, we were surprised by the finding that
treatment of neutrophils with a certain range of
concentrations of fMLP did not desensitize the
cells, but primed them for an increased fMLPdependent Oy production. As shown in Figure l,
a rapid burst of Oy production was elicited in neutrophils by lQ-zl'a fUI.p when the peptide was
given as the first stimulus to previously untreated
cells, while neutrophils treated with 5 x 10-err
fMLP and untreated cells did not produce significant O;. Thirty minutes after the first addition,
a near maximal dose of fMLP (10-7u) was
added to all the samples and Oy production was
measured for further 20 min. Previously activated
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Figure 1. Time-course of Of production by neutrophils
treated with sequential additions of fMLP. Of production
was assayed with a microplate method. At zero time, cells
were supplemented with either 10 -7 r'a (O ) or 5 x 10 -e u ( | )
fMLP; l: untreated cells. After 30min, all the cells were supplemented with 10 7 rra fMLP. The results are mean values tS.D.

lor triplicates from a typical experiment, representative of five
performed.

neutrophils did not respond to the second addition, while neutrophils which were pre-treated
with sub-stimulatory doses of fMLP showed
a burst of Oy production which was much higher
than that of previously untreated cells.
In Figure 2 the extent of the Oy burst following
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Figure
Time-dependence
homologous priming and
desensitization. Neutrophils were incubated for various times
with different fMLP doses according to the protocol described
in the legend of Figure l, and then treated with a second dose
(10-' u) of fMLP. The results represent the Of production in
the l0min following the second addition of fMLP and are
mean values t,S.D. lor triplicates from a typical experiment,
representative of three performed.
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were highly responsive to other stimulants such
as serum-treated zymosan or phorbol-myristate
acetate, indicating that deactivation is stimulusspecific (not shown).

a

10

o
O

o

8

Figure 3 reports the dose-dependence of homologous priming and desensitization. In Figure 3a
it can be seen that direct stimulation (first addition) was caused by an fMLP concentration of
greater than 10-8M and peaked at about 10-7u.
Homologous priming of the response to the second addition (Figure 3b) was caused by pre-treatment with doses from l0-10 to 10-8rra. In a series
of 12 experiments, the homologous priming peak
was reached at 3'7 x 10-e rvr fMLp
(*1.5 x l0-e:u S.D.). Desensitization was caused
by doses of 10-8 u and upwards. It is worth noting
that desensitization ofthe secondary response was
proportional to the extent of the first stimulation.
Homologous priming was not confined to the
respiratory burst response, but was also observed
with the release of the granule enzyme lysozyme
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Figure 3. Dose-response of Ot production by neutrophils
treated with various doses of fMLP. In Figure 3a the activity
elicited by increasing doses of fMLP given as the first addition
is reported. In Figure 3b the response to a second fMLP addition (5 x 10-'rrl), depending on the fMLP concentration of

the first addition (i.e. the homologous priming effect)

is

shown. From the first to the second fMLP addition neutrophils
were incubated for 30min. the 02 produced in the l0min following the first (a) and the second (b) addition is reported as
mean values *§.D. for triplicates from a typical experiment,
representative of 12 performed.

the second fMLP addition is shown as a function of
the incubation time between the first and the second addition. The incubation time necessary for

optimal homologous priming was about 30min.
On the other hand, the kinetics of desensitization
induced by high fMLP doses were much faster,

requiring only 5-10min to completion. Cells
desensitized by pre-treatment with l0-7rra fMLp

(Figure 4). The dose-dependence of the priming of lysozyme release was similar to the dosedependence of the priming of O,- formation.
Priming of two distinct functi"ons such as oxidative metabolism and degranulation suggests some
general modification of cell sensitivity rather than
an up-regulation of specific effector mechanisms.
Neither homologous priming nor desensitization
were affected by 20 pgml-l cycloheximide, indicating that protein synthesis is not involved in these
processes (not shown). We then quantifled membrane fMLP receptors of neutrophils after
challenge with various concentrations of fMLp.
Treatment of neutrophils with 10-erra fMLp
for l5min at 37'C raised the specific binding
of f-Met-Leu-[3U1fne from 42i2fmoles (tOZ
cells)-I to 67 !6fmoles (106 cells)-r while treatment with 10-7rr.r fMLB reduced the binding to
3 t l fmoles (106 cells)-l.
We also determined the intracellular calcium
concentration in neutrophils treated with increasing doses of fMLP (Figure 5). [Ca2+], increased following the addition of doses as low às 5 x 10-10 pr
and plateaued at 10-8 rra. Therefore, fMLp concentrations which were capable of eliciting a substantial .increase in [Cur*], corresponded to the
priming concentrations.
DISCUSSION
The neutrophil is a complex cell that can be present
in various activity states: (1) Resting, or dormant,
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stimulation; (4) deactivated, or adapted, or
or inactivated, which are lowresponse states, induced by various mechanisms
that may down-regulate either receptors or the
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The various activity states of neutrophils are
relevant for the non-specific immunological surveillance against microbial invaders and also for
the potentially harmful role played by these cells
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Dose-response of lysozyme release by neutrophils
treated with various doses of IMLP. Neutrophils were incubated in triplicate wells of microplates essentially as in the protocol described in the legend of Figure 3. Cells in Figure 4a
received oniy the first fMLP addition and the lysozyme release
was determined after 40 min of incubation; in Figure 4b the cells
were treated lor 30min with the indicated doses of fMLP, and
then were supplemented with a second fMLP addition
(5 x l0 /rr.l) and the lysozyme was determined l0min after
the second addition. Mean values lS.D. for triplicates from a
typical experiment, representative of four performed, are
reported.

Figure

where metabolic and secretory functions are
absent; (2) activated, where the cell functions are
triggered as a consequence of interaction with

or soluble membrane-perturbing
agents; (3) primed, where the cell, after contact
with sub-stimulatory doses of agonists, exhibits
an increased responsiveness to a subsequent

particulate

pathological processes such as rheumatoid
arthritis, adult respiratory distress syndrome,
post-ischemic tissue injury, immune complex
diseases, etc.

In this report we have shown that pre-treatment
of neutrophils with a certain range of fMLP concentrations did not de-sensitize the cells, but
instead primed them for a higher fMlP-dependent
O1 production. We have called this phenomenon
homologous priming of neutrophil activation.
Homologous priming was not previously observed
in our2e and otherl-e studies which showed only
densitization following repeated stimulation. To
the best of our knowledge, priming of fMLPtriggered responses by fMLP has been reported as
a collaterial finding in the context of other studies
in a couple of papers only30,:t but the specific
features of this phenomenon were neither noted
nor characterized. These apparent discrepancies
may be explained partially by the different experimental systems used (stirred cell suspensions or
stationary cultures, different incubation time, cells
from blood or from exudates, etc.). Another possibility is that the methods of cell preparation may
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inadvertently prime the neutrophils and therefore
interfere with homologous priming. In the present
series of studies, we took extreme care to isolate

the cells with non-activating methods such as
Percoll gradients and to keep the cells in sterile,
apyrogenic solutions, since it has been shown that
trace amounts of bacterial contaminants are capable of priming the macrophages during the isola-

tion

procedures

and of preventing further

priming.32
The mechanisms underlying homologous priming have yet to be investigated, although a tentative interpretation may be possible on the basis of

of neutrophil reeptor
that the respiratory burst
is a function requiring high receptor occupancy
(> 30 per cent) and is induced only by relatively
our current

dynamics.

knowledge

It is known

high fMLP

concentrations,3o,33 while other
responses such as membrane depolarization and
elevation of intracellular calcium are elicited by
1-3 per cent occupancy, and actin polymerization
by < 0'l per cent occupancy.33 It has been also
shown that fMLP receptors, once they have bound
ligand, shift to a high affinity state and become
associated with the cytoskeleton ('receptor seques-

tration'), and this association correlates with
inhibition of O1 generation.7,34 Here we have
shown that: (a) Homologous priming occurs at
doses which are more than one order of magnitude
lower than those causing the activation; (b) priming
doses of fMLP are capable of triggering elevations

of

in

[Ca2+], and membrane receptor up-regulation,

accord

with previous reports, showing that

both rn yi1vs30,3s and in vivo36,37 priming is associated with rapid up-regulation of a number of
receptors, including those for formyl peptides;
(c) activation of the respiratory burst and enzyme
release appear to be closely associated with deactivation. On the basis of these findings, the following
hypothesis may be advanced: Low doses of formyl
peptides occupy only a minor fraction of the receptors, but are capable of triggering intracellular
transduction pathways associated with the recruitment of new receptors for both homologous and
heterologous stimulants and possibly with other
biochemical modiflcations responsible for priming. High doses of formyl peptides fully activate
cell responses, but at the same time induce homologous desensitization due to high receptor occupancy and sequestration.
Like heterologous priming, homologous pre-

activation may also be of pathophysiological significance, in the light of the dual role played by

neutrophil free radicals and neutrophil enzymes
in host defences and in inflammatory processes.
Besides being major bacterial products,3s formyl
peptides can also be found in necrotic tissues.3e
Therefore, significant amounts of these compounds may be released into the bloodstream and
prime circulating neutrophils in a number of conditions. As an obvious oversimplification of such
in vivo process, one might expect that when these
cells accumulate in the inflammatory focus and
come into contact again with high concentrations
of the stimulant, this may lead to an enhanced
respiratory burst and degranulation. Increased
release of free radicals and enzymes is beneficial
because it increases killing efficiency, but can also
have pathological implications with regard to
tissue damage.ao
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